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Emily is a local abstract artist of St. Louis. Making her illustrative debut, 
Family By Love is a new adventure from her otherwise preferred mediums 
of oil, acrylic, and spray paint.

Accompanied by a degree in Theatre, she has worked to develop her 
artistic technique over a number of years through classes, programs, 
internships, galleries, and time spent in the studio. Emily also uses her 
talents in visual arts to design and construct sets as well as artistic pieces 
for various theatre companies and productions.

She has also worked in the realms of street art, murals, graphic design, 
abstract painting, and sculpture. 
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KAYCEE PARKER // AUTHOR

As an adoptive-mother-to-be, Kaycee knew she needed to write kids 
books about open adoption to help fill a void she discovered in children’s 
literature. It’s not a completely far cry from what she does by day  as 
a freelance writer and graphic designer, but it is certainly a fun new 
adventure for her. (And she has not-so-secretly loved every minute of it!) 

At home she is the wife to an amazing and Godly man, the mother of a 
beautiful little girl, and a woman continually thankful for Jesus. She has 
loved writing and sharing stories as far back as she can remember. And she 
longs to spend warm days where she can see palm trees and smell salt in 
the air. (That’s not asking too much, is it?)

As her family awaits their adoption placement, they are prayerful for the 
birth family, the precious life currently forming, and for adoptive families 

everywhere who are right there with them in the very same boat.
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